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Abstract We report on two generations of CMOS image
sensors with digital output fabricated in a 0.6 µm CMOS
process. The imagers embed an ALOHA MAC interface
for unfettered self-timed pixel read-out targeted to energy-
aware sensor network applications. Collision on the output
is monitored using contention detector circuits. The image
sensors present very high dynamic range and ultra-low power
operation. This characteristics allow the sensor to operate
in different lighting conditions and for years on the sensor
network node power budget.
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1. Introduction

Recent trends towards parallel and distributed processing
in wireless sensor networks necessitate the re-thinking of
interfaces for sensor and sensory applications, or in other
words, of sensor and network co-design. The task in such
networks is not necessarily the precise restitution of video or
audio information but rather information extraction from an
array of sensors. In a sensor network requiring an electronic
image sensor as interface, commercial off-the-shelf (COTS)
image sensors are not able to efficiently extract features in a
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scene, because they blindly collect all the visual information
whether the scenes contains new and useful data or not. In
other words they operate as a camera taking snapshots. If
data reduction is not performed at the sensor level, software
techniques must be used [1–3]. In this case, the amount
of computation to extract features from the visual data is
practically always too high for the limited power budget of
a sensor network node.

Conventional scanned image sensors [4–6] do not make
efficient use of the available output bandwidth, since much
of the pixels’ data can be read before having integrated suf-
ficient light. For example a dark pixel returning a digital
value of 0 after light integration will use 8 bits during out-
put communication to transmit no information whatsoever!
Collecting useless information not only wastes energy at the
sensor level, but also at the node and network level, since
the uninteresting information is broadcasted to the network.
Sensors need to be more efficient in reducing the data during
the gathering phase, before communicating it to the sen-
sors network node for further processing. Instead of taking
snapshots, image sensor network have to collect feature sets
useful to a specific task.

In a distributed processing system, when there is a-priori
knowledge that not all nodes are likely to require computa-
tion and communication resources at the same time, a fixed
time-slot (synchronous) allocation of resources among all
nodes is wasteful. If the demand for resources is bursty, com-
putation and communication can be done asynchronously.
This is the reason that a wealth of research is under-
way to develop new protocols for communication in wire-
less sensor networks that are energy-aware [7]. A excel-
lent example of sensor and network co-design is given by
P. Julian [8].

Address-event image sensors report high communication
efficiencies at the cost of additional circuit components and a
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slight increase of the power budget [9–11]. We thus propose
to use the simplest access protocol, the ALOHA protocol
[12], in conjunction with efficient ways to detect output bus
contention. The marriage of these two techniques results in
one of the lowest power, wide dynamic-range address-event
image sensor reported in the literature. The imager has a
lower power budget than previously reported image sensor
aimed at smart-dust networks [13] and remote smart sensors
[14].

1.1. Why the need of more image sensors?

Many CMOS image sensors are available on the market but
their power budget is often too high for the limited power
available at the sensor network node [15–17]. These power
levels are comparable to the power consumption of a trans-
mitting sensor network node and are thus unsuitable for
prolonged field operation. In addition, commercial image
sensors provide a series of features (color processing, com-
pression, multiple standard outputs) that are of little signifi-
cance to sensor network nodes, where low power consump-
tion is instead a much more desirable feature. COTS image
sensors provide high resolutions (VGA or megapixel), while
in sensor networks, and especially in wake-up detectors, mul-
tiple QCIF or quarter-VGA sensors are sufficient [18, 19].

COTS modules can last only 1 day running on two AA
batteries, while measured data from custom image sensors in
research papers yields 6 days [20], 13 days [6], and 4.5 years
for our most recent prototype presented here. Our sensor
use an insignificant amount of power when compared to
the transmitting node power and thus allow for continuous
operation as wake-up detectors.

The lack of proper image sensors has slowed down the
deployment of vision-based sensor networks. The image
sensors here reported eliminate redundant data at the im-
age sensor (hardware) level, instead than at the processor
execution level. By avoiding the communication of unnec-
essary data, more bandwidth will also be available at the
network level. The operation of the image sensor can be pro-
longed to years, as opposed to only hours when using COTS
sensors. Consequently the deployment and maintenance of
vision-based sensor networks can be easier and cheaper. In
addition, the image sensors here reported are inexpensive
in mass-production, because of the reduced pixel count and
small die sizes.

1.2. Recent work on image sensor network

Few groups are trying to instrument sensor networks with
image sensors. Most of these groups are working with COTS
image sensors and additional processing hardware to develop
a image sensor board for COTS sensor networks nodes. One
of such groups is UCLA and Agilent with the design of the

Cyclops sensor networked camera [21]. The Cyclops design
employs an external processor, CPLD, SRAM and FLASH
memory, offering CIF-resolution image processing at the
expense of large power consumption (excess of 50 mW).
Another group using COTS camera is led by Nina Berry at
Sandia National Laboratories [22]. This group uses a PASTA
USC ISI board, which consumes 300 mA at 9 V (2.7 W)
[23]. Needless to say, these systems cannot be mobile and
autonomous for the extended periods of time typical of sensor
network applications as environmental monitoring [24–28],
safety and defense [29, 30], robotics [31] and traffic control
[32].

1.3. Paper organization

In this paper we present two generation of digital image sen-
sors prototypes targeted for sensor networks applications:
ALOHAim1 and ALOHAim2. ALOHAim1 is a 32 × 32 pixel
array [33], ALOHAim2 is a 64 × 64 pixel array organized
as four independent quadrants of 32 × 32 pixels. In Section
2 we introduce the system architecture of the image sensors,
in Section 3 we present the results collected by the image
sensors and their performance. Finally in Section 4 we dis-
cuss the results and the applications in sensor networks. A
summary is given in Section 5.

2. System architecture

2.1. Address-event representation

The image sensors here presented utilize an event based
digital representation (AER) of information originally pro-
posed by Mahowald and Sivilotti [34, 35] and subsequently
re-engineered by Boahen [9]. Several address-event image
sensors have been reported in the literature [10, 11, 36–38].

In the AER terminology, events are communication prim-
itives sent from a sender to one or more receivers. For an
image sensor, events are individual pixels reaching a thresh-
old voltage and accessing the bus for communication with
an outside receiver. An AER image sensor is composed of
an array of pixels, and the digital output of the image sensor
is the address of the pixel that is to communicate an event.

The integration time of each pixel varies in relation to
the incident light intensity. Since the activity of the array
is generated by the light intensity of the scene, and not an
external scanning circuitry, the rate of collection of frames
can be modulated by varying the request-acknowledge cy-
cle time between the imager and the receiver circuitry. Thus
information can be extracted on demand from individual
nodes in a wireless sensor network. The address-event rep-
resentation of an image can be thought as a realization of
a delta-sigma pixel-parallel analog to digital converter [20].
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Fig. 1 ALOHA image sensor in a sensor network node

In this paradigm the output of the ALOHA image sensor is
a sequence of delta-sigma conversion, identified by the ad-
dresses of individual pixels. Thus the output of each pixel
of the image sensor is always 1 bit and is only communi-
cated when enough light (information) has been collected.
This corresponds to a dynamic allocation of the output band-
width determined by need as opposed to sequential scanning,
which allocates communication bandwidth uniformly but in-
efficiently across pixels. Thus, representing intensity in the
time domain allows each pixel to have large dynamic range
[5, 10, 39, 40].

Referring to Fig. 2, the pixels readout initiates with a
request (Req) from the image sensor array to the receiver
circuitry. This request occurs after a pixel has generated an
event. The requesting pixel will activate the row and column
ROM that output its address on the bus. The request signal
enables the output or a OR gate for both the row and column
of the generating pixel. The receiver responds with an ac-
knowledge signal (Ack) after reading the pixel address. This
output modality corresponds to a row-column organization.

Fig. 2 ALOHA image sensors architecture. A pixel generates an
event after collecting light, and rises a request signal (Req). The request
activates a ROM cell in both row and column. The ROM encodes the
pixel X, Y address and outputs in on the bus. A collision detector circuit
detects multiple rows or columns trying to access the output bus at the
same time. The collision detector circuits is reported in Fig. 6. The
receiver circuits responds with an acknowledge (Ack) as a confirmation
of detecting the event and reading the image sensor output data (the
originating pixel address)

In other words the active pixel initiates communication on
the output bus with independent requests on both X and Y
address buses. Pixel act independently from each other and
can generate requests and access the bus at any time. Row-
column organization of the image sensor improves read-out
speed by eliminating the large capacitance associated with
the array common output bus lines. This capacitance is en-
countered when a request is performed within the whole
array. Figure 2 shows the architecture of the row and column
arbitration circuits in the unfettered ALOHA image sensors.
Notice that since there are many pixels in one image sensor
and only one output channel, an access circuit is required.
The ALOHA access technique is used in our sensors to re-
solve contention on the bus access. ALOHA access allows
individual transmitters, in this case pixels, to write data on
the bus as soon as data is available. In other words pixel are
allowed to initiate communication without any arbitration
or queueing between them and the bus. This access reduces
the latency of communication at the expenses of collisions,
since multiple pixel might access the bus at the same time
and produce garbage data on the bus. The ALOHA access
technique was initially used for computer network and the
early stages of the internet at University of Hawaii (hence the
name). This access technique was chosen for its high perfor-
mance compared to popular techniques [33, 41], especially
for the small image sensor arrays used in sensor network
applications.

Image data from our sensors can be reconstructed in two
possible ways [10]:

� Histogram reconstruction: Counting events and recon-
structing an histogram of the events in the array. This
corresponds to an array proportional to light intensities
onto each pixel.

� Inter-event reconstruction: Waiting for two consecutive
events for each pixel in the array and then computing the
inter-event time between such two events.

An optional external timer can index each event and com-
pute the inter-event difference, which is inversely propor-
tional to the light intensity. An external buffer must hold the
latest pixel time index and the intensity value.

Sensor ALOHAim1 is a 32 × 32 pixel array which pro-
vides 10 bit output (5 bit for each row and column address),
a request and acknowledge signal, plus an additional and
optional two bits for row and column digital collision de-
tection [33]. The image sensor uses three power supplies:
analog (Vdda) and digital (Vddd) supply plus a pixel reset sup-
ply (Vddr). The supplies can be used independently or tied
together. The sensor was designed for 3.3 V operation.

The sensor ALOHAim2 provides an identical interface
as ALOHAim1, but the fabricated chip is organized as four
quadrants of 32 × 32 pixels. Each quadrant can be read inde-
pendently using four independent ALOHA channels. This
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organization allows to change the quadrant of attention
without increasing the pixel rate or using more readout
bandwidth.

2.2. Digital pixel

The digital pixel employed in the design of the ALOHA
image sensors improves on the integrate-and-fire pixel [42]
and on subsequent design of event-generating pixels [10,
11]. The integrate-and-fire pixel operates by integrating the
small photo currents on a capacitor, until the voltage exceeds
a threshold. At that time, the pixel transmits an event at the
periphery of the array. A disadvantage of this pixel is its high
power consumption due to the input slew rate. A current-
feedback event-generator improves the power consumption
by 4 orders of magnitude [10]. The pixel used in the ALOHA
image sensors improves on the low power design of the
current-feedback event generator by removing two inverters
in pixel. This improvement results in a even lower power
consumption during event generation and in the silicon area
used by individual pixels. A typical digital inverter using
minimum size transistors, in a 0.5-m process and 3.3-V sup-
ply, consumes only about 0.06 pJ (40 µW × 3 ns × 0.5) per
off-transition (rising input, falling output) and about 0.18 pJ
(120 µW × 3 ns × 0.5) per on-transition (falling input, ris-
ing output). Therefore eliminating two inverters in the design
allowed us to save 0.24 pJ/event produced by the pixel. In
a total power consumption of 3.88 pJ/event [10, 11], the
savings amounts to 6% of the total power budget per event.

Active pixel or analog pixel sensor (APS) [6, 43] have
traditionally employed analog buffering and transmission of
information from the pixel array to the periphery. In con-
trast digital pixel sensors (DPS) [10, 44] quantize the analog
pixel value and provide digital data conversion at the pixel
level. Figure 3 shows the schematic of the pixel. It includes
asynchronous circuitry that generates an event or request
and resets the voltage on the capacitor when the request is
acknowledged (AE digital circuitry). The operation of the
pixel is divided into three main phases. First the light is
converted into a current by the photodiode; this current dis-
charges the integrating capacitor. The integrated voltage is
then converted into a 1-b pixel request (∼Req) signal and
finally, after the communication cycle on the output bus, the
pixel is acknowledged (Ack) and reset.

The photons collected by the n-type photodiode are in-
tegrated on a 120 fF capacitor, resulting in a slew-rate of
0.083 V/ms in typical indoor light conditions (0.1 mW/cm2).
Because the slew-rate can be very small in presence of low
lighting conditions, the comparator for generating the pixel
request signal must have a fast switching time with low
power consumption. The pixel uses an inverter with positive
current feedback, shown in Fig. 3, to produce a digital pulse
that activates the signal ∼Req. To reduce power, the integra-

Fig. 3 Pixel schematic of the ALOHA image sensors. The analog
portion is a current-feedback event generator circuit, the digital circuit
is an asynchronous interface to the output bus

tion capacitor is disconnected from the comparator when a
request is generated [10].

The digital circuit that generates the pixel request and
receives the acknowledge/reset signal is shown in the right
part of Fig. 3. When the comparator is triggered, a row and
column request (∼Req) is generated to access the unfettered
output bus.

The pixel can operate with as low as 2.1 V and up to
5 V. The limiting factor in operating this pixel at a lower
voltage is the current-feedback event generator circuit. This
circuits employs an output stage with reduced swing due to
the current mirror.

2.3. An analog contention detector for ALOHAim1

An ALOHA array of sensory cells with unfettered access to
a common output bus from can cause collision, lowering the
bus throughput [12]. The proposed image sensor employs a
simple and effective way to detect contentions when multiple
pixels access the channel at the same time. This implemen-
tation is a great simplification of older and more convoluted
approaches [45, 46]. In this way, conflicting transmission
can be detected and the data discarded. For sensor network
monitoring applications and for low collision rates, this loss
of data is negligible. The ALOHA image sensors use two
contention detector circuit: one for the rows and one for the
column collisions. The two collision detectors are pictured in
Fig. 2 (CD). This allows to detect separate row and column
collision.

In ALOHAIm1 we use an analog circuit to detect multiple
requests on the output bus control line, using the circuit in
Fig. 4, which is a modified multi-threshold digital NOR gate
[33]. The principle of operation is to size and bias the NOR
circuit so that it operates with multiple thresholds. In a digital
NOR every single one input being high will make the output
commute to low. By creating two logic threshold in the NOR
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Fig. 4 Analog contention detector circuit for ALOHAim1. Signals e
are row or column pixel requests. The detector operates using a multi-
value logic NOR gate: when one e is high, cdout is high, when two or
more e are high cdout is low and collision is detected

circuit, we can detect one or more input high. This is done
sizing the transistors in the circuit so that if only one input is
high, the output of the NOR will still be above the threshold
of the following digital gates. If more that one input is high at
a certain time, the output of the NOR will fall below the logic
threshold and thus constitute a contention detection signal.

Referring to Fig. 4, signals e are the row or column pixel
requests. When a single pixel requests the bus with signal
e[a] the internal voltage of the contention detector cd remains
below the threshold of the following logic stages. As a second
pixel request the bus before transmission of the previous one
has been completed, signal e[b] will bring vcd below the
logic threshold and thus enable the output of the contention
detector cdout.

The collision rate as a function of the event rate (also
called offered load) is shown in Fig. 5, together with the
theoretical limit fcoll reported in Eq. (1).

fcoll = fev(1 − e−2α fev/ fmax ); (1)

In Eq. (1) fev is the pixel’s event rate, α is the portion of
pixel active and fmax is the imager maximum event rate. Data
was collected by varying the uniform light intensity falling
onto the image sensor. This corresponds to varying the event
rate to the sensor. As a results of increasing the load, the
collision rate increase as expected by the theory [12, 41, 47].
The collision rate data is higher than the theoretical limit
at low rates because of the temporal correlation between
events due to the bursty read-out. For this reason pixel start
to integrate almost at the same time and therefore have an
higher chance to collide.

The power consumption of this contention detector circuit
is dominated by the static power consumption of the pseudo-
CMOS logic. Here a large bias current was used (20 µA) for

Fig. 5 Measured contention rate versus load and its ALOHA theoret-
ical limit for image sensor ALOHAim1

Fig. 6 Digital contention
detector circuit for ALOHAim2.
Since the pixel sends the request
signal to both row and columns,
here we only report the column
circuit. The row circuit is
identical, but operated in the
vertical right side of the array, as
portrayed in Fig. 2. CD1 and
CD2 are the circuits in Fig. 7.
The signal X collision is the
column collision detector output

high speed operation. This account to 66 µW operating at
3.3 V and 10 Kevents/s.

2.4. A digital contention detector for ALOHAim2

A major power reduction improvement in the performance
of ALOHAim2 was achieved by using a digital realization
of the collision detector. The analog collision detector of
Section 2.3 requires a bias current to operate, and this current
is proportional to the operating speed.

The digital collision detector of ALOHAim2 is presented
in Fig. 6. The circuit is organized as two separate one dimen-
sional circuits in a row-column arrangement. The collision
detector works in a binary tree arrangement, where the leaves
are individual pixel and the output of the tree is the collision
detection signal. Referring to Fig. 7, the top circuit is the
first layer of the collision detector (CD1) which serves as
interface for two pixel in the array (leaves ‘A’ and ‘B’ in
Fig. 6). This first layer outputs a logic one only on the output
labeled ‘1’ if there is no collision and only a single event is
present between leaves ‘A’ and ‘B’. Otherwise output ‘c’ will
identify a collision on two neighboring pixels. The bottom
circuit (CD2) is one branch of the digital tree which takes in-
put (‘c1’, ‘c2’, ‘11’, ‘12’) from two first-layer circuits (Fig. 7,
top). The output of the second layer is the same as the first
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Fig. 7 Digital contention
detector circuit for ALOHAim2:
a two pixel interface CD1 (top)
and two-couples interface CD2
(bottom)

layer circuit: if one collision occurs ‘c’ will present a logic
one. Output ‘1’ will present a logic one only if a single event
occurred at the previous two leaves. The following layers
of the tree use the circuit CD2. The tree layers are log2(N )
(where ‘N’ is the number of pixel in one dimension of the
array) and the final layer presents on output ‘c’ the collision
detection output.

Notice that this digital realization of the collision detector
uses no static power, since it is designed with static digital
gates. Also it is fast, since it involves 1 + 2log2(N ) fully
static digital gates to resolve a collision. This implementation
is three orders of magnitude more power-efficient than the
analog collision detector of Section 2.3 and other approaches
[45, 46].

The output of the digital collision detector is given in
Fig. 8, where the collision (C) on the array are monitored
as a function of the event rate fev from one quadrant of the
ALOHAim2 image sensor. Here only the collision for low
event rate have been measured, since these are typical event
rates if the sensor is used in a sensor network operating
indoor. C, the solid line of Fig. 8, is given by Eq. (2).

C = 2.5 · 10−2 · fev (2)

Fig. 8 Measured contention rate versus load for image sensor
ALOHAim2

3. Results

The ALOHA image sensors employ an N-diffusion over P-
substrate photodiode. The photodiode area is 63 µm2. The
photodiode response is given in Fig. 9, where photocurrent is
measured as a function of typical indoor lighting conditions.

The photocurrent Iph was computed from the firing rate
(data in Fig. 11) using Eq. (3) [10]. Here Cint is the integration
capacitance inside each pixel, Vthp is the event threshold
(generally close to the threshold of a PMOS transistor in the
process [41]), fevent is the output event rate from a specific
pixel.

Iph = Cint Vthp fevent (3)

Figure 10 reports the dark signal Idc of the ALOHA image
sensor photodiode and event generator as a function of the
reset voltage Vddr (reverse bias).

The dark signal was measured by using Eq. (3) for a single
pixel in the dark while varying the reset voltage. The solid
line in Fig. 10 is given by Eq. (4).

Idc = 42.55 − 12 · Vddr [fA] (4)

The dark signal here reported is an average form the entire
array. The dark signal is decreasing with increasing reverse
bias, which is contrary to diode operation theory. This can
be explained by inspecting the reset PMOS in Fig. 3. This
PMOS switch will incur in an increase in leakage current
when its drain to source voltage is increased (when Vddr

increases). This leakage current subtracts to the photodiode
dark current effectively reducing the dark event rate of the
pixels. Therefore the dark current is not decreasing with
increasing bias, but instead is reduced by effect of the leakage

Fig. 9 Sensor photodiode response for the ALOHA image sensors in
different indoor lighting conditions
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Fig. 10 Event generator dark signal for the ALOHA image sensors as
a function of the reset voltage

Fig. 11 Event rate of a patch of 3 × 4 pixels of ALOHAim1 image
sensor as a function of illumination intensity

of the reset PMOS transistors. This is an interesting feature
that can be exploited in event-based pixels to reduce the
spurious dark response.

3.1. ALOHAim1 results

A die micrograph of ALOHAim1 is reproduced in Fig. 14.
The sensor core size measures 1.2 × 1.2 mm, excluded the
pad frame. With the pad frame (21 pads) the image sensor
occupies an area of 1.5 × 1.5 mm. We measured the dynamic
range of the image sensor by measuring the spike rate in
the dark and with high illumination. In the dark the sensor
produced a single event after 120 s. The equivalent dark
rate for a single pixel is thus 8.13 µHz (since there are
32 × 32 pixels in the array). With very bright illumination,
the image sensors minimum cycle time was 100 ns, for a rate
of 10 MHz. Assuming a single pixel can fire at this rate if
we focus light onto it, the measured dynamic range for an
individual pixel is 240 dB. On the other hand, under uniform

Fig. 12 Event rate of the ALOHAim1 array as a function of illumina-
tion intensity

illumination, the array has a dynamic range of 180 dB (8.33–
10 MHz). This figure is instead of interest and it shows that
event-based image sensor can provide about three times (in
dB!) the performance of standard APS CMOS image sensor
[6, 43]. This image sensor also improves on the dynamic
range of several other research prototypes [4, 10, 20, 48–51].

Figure 11 reports the dynamic range of the event rate fev

for a patch of 3 × 4 pixels, as a function of the illumination
intensity Iill. The solid line in Fig. 11 is given by Eq. (5).

fev = 27 · I 1.5
ill (5)

Illumination was varied using a high intensity lamp at-
tenuated by neutral density filters. The light intensity was
measured with a commercial photometer. Figure 12 shows
the event of the entire pixel array Fev as a function of typical
indoor illumination Iill. The solid line in Fig. 12 is given by
Eq. (6).

Fev = 4 · Iill − 9 (6)

Table 1 summarizes the main characteristics of the ar-
ray. The sensitivity is a cumulative performance metric of
this image sensor [10]. Fixed pattern noise was measured in
the dark as standard deviation to mean ratio of the array’s

Fig. 13 Example images collected from ALOHAim1. President
Jackson and text ‘Fil’. Images were collected with the sensor oper-
ating at approximately 10 K events/s
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Table 1 Summary of image sensor ALOHAim1 characteristics

Technology 0.6 µm 3 M CMOS
Array size 32 × 32
Pixel size 32.7 × 29.7 µm
Fill factor 6.5%
Sensor core size 1.2 × 1.2 mm
Bandwidth 8.13 µHz–10 MHz (Pixel)

8.33 mHz–10 MHz (Array)
Throughput 110 Mbits/s (11 bits)
Dynamic range 241 dB (Pixel)

181 dB (Array)
Sensitivity [Hz/W/m2] 1.7 × 103 (Array)

2.8 × 109 (Pixel)
FPN 4.36% (dark)
Max. FPS 4.88 K (effective)
Digital power 115 µW at 3.30 V
Analog power 680 µW at 3.30 V

histogram after collecting 100 K samples. The maximum
reported frame rate supposes the use of interevent-imaging
technique [10].

With the rail voltage setting of: Vddd = 3.3 V, Vdda =
3.3 V, Vddr = 3.7 V, the image quality and dynamic range
was at its maximum. Power consumption of the image sensor
in uniform room light (∼0.1 mW/cm2) is 680 µW for the
analog supply and 115 µW for the digital supply, at a rate of
10 k events/s and cycle time of 350 ns. This data was collected
while imaging connected to a receiving computer. A great
majority of the power dissipation is due to the pseudo-CMOS
logic used in this design. The digital power consumption can
be improved by removing all pseudo-MOS logic devices
(see ALOHAim2 in Section 3.2). At the maximum output
event rate of 10 MHz the sensor array provided an output
aggregated address bandwidth of 110 Mbits/s on the 5 X, 5
Y address lines and the request.

Fig. 14 Micrograph of the ALOHAim1 image sensor die. The die size
is 1.5 × 1.5 mm and the core size is 1.2 × 1.2 mm. The MOSIS Fab-ID
is T36RDN

Fig. 15 Micrograph of the ALOHAim2 image sensor die. The die size
is 3 × 3 mm and the core size is 2.4 × 2.4 mm. The MOSIS Fab-ID is
T46TDN

Figure 13 shows example images recorded with the array
and reconstructed using histogram normalization.

The image sensor is capable of updating its picture at a
rate of 4.88 K frames/s.

3.2. ALOHAim2 results

A die micrograph of ALOHAim2 is reproduced in Fig. 15.
Notice the four image quadrants. The sensor core size mea-
sures 2.4 × 2.4 mm, excluded the pad frame. With the pad
frame (84 pads) the image sensor occupies an area of
3 × 3 mm. Each quadrant of the image sensor has the same
dimensions and interface as ALOHAim1.

The equivalent dark rate for a single pixel is 8.13 µHz (one
quadrant). With very bright illumination, the image sensors
minimum cycle time was 200 ns, for a rate of 5 MHz at 3.3 V.
Assuming a single pixel can fire at this rate if we focus light
onto it, the measured dynamic range for an individual pixel is
235 dB. Similarly, under uniform illumination, the array has a
dynamic range of 175 dB (8.33–5 MHz). Table 2 summarizes
the main characteristics of the array. Fixed pattern noise was
measured in the dark as standard deviation to mean ratio
of the array’s histogram after collecting 100 K samples. The
maximum reported frame rate supposes the use of interevent-
imaging technique [10].

Although the sensor was designed for a 3.3 V power sup-
ply (digital analog and pixel reset), the image quality was
improved significantly by running at an operating voltage
of 2.35 V for Vdda and Vddd and 2.65 V for Vddr. Two sam-
ples collected, respectively of the ‘analog devices’ sign and
president Jackson of a 20 dollars bill are reported in Fig. 16.
The image sensors produced approximately 10,000 events in
a period of 1375 ms for both samples in Fig. 16. The im-
ages were reconstructed using the histogram normalization.
Figure 17 shows an image of the Yale engineering logo col-
lected using all four quadrants on ALOHAim2 sensor. The
image size composite is 64 × 64 pixels.
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Table 2 Summary of ALOHAim2 image sensor characteristics

Technology 0.6 µm 3 M CMOS
Array size 64 × 64 (4 quadrants of 32 × 32)
Pixel size 32.7 × 29.7 µm
Fill factor 6.5%
Sensor core size 2.4 × 2.4 mm (4 quadrants)
Bandwidth 8.13 µHz–5 MHz (Pixel)

8.33 mHz–5 MHz (Array)
Throughput 55 Mbits/s (one quadrant 11 bits)

220 Mbits/s (4 quadrant 44 bits)
Dynamic range 235 dB (Pixel)

175 dB (Array)
Sensitivity [Hz/W/m2] 5.6 × 105 (Array)

9.1 × 1011 (Pixel)
FPN 4.36% (dark)
Max. FPS 2.44 K (effective)
Digital power 5.75 µW at 2.35 V
Analog power 3.9 nW at 2.35 V

Fig. 16 Example images collected with image sensor ALOHAim2.
President Jackson and ‘Analog Devices’ text. Images were collected
with the sensor operating at 7.6 K events/s

Fig. 17 Image taken with all four quadrants of ALOHAim2

The current consumption of each quadrant for this output
event rate was 2.5 µA for the digital supply and 2.8 nA and
1.1 nA respectively for the analog and pixel reset supplies.
This corresponds to a power consumption of 5.75 µW for
each quadrant of ALOHAim2. Figure 18 reports the power
consumption (Pc) of one quadrant of the image sensor as a
function of the event rate, for typical indoor lighting condi-
tions. Equation (7) represents the solid line in Fig. 18.

Pc = 1.1 · fev[nW ] (7)

Fig. 18 Power consumption of one quadrant of ALOHAim2 versus
its event rate under typical indoor lighting conditions

Since a frame can be though as two events for each of the
32 by 32 pixels, the frame rate was 3.51 fps. The maximum
event rate for ALOHAim2 is 2 Ms/s at 2.35 V and 5 Ms/s
at 3.3 V. At 2 Ms/s and 2.35 V operation, the current con-
sumption was 0.24 mA for the digital supply and 1.5 umA
for the analog power supply. This corresponds to a frame
rate of respectively 976 fps and 2441 fps. The image sensor
is capable of updating its picture at a rate of 2.44 K frames/s.

At the maximum output event rate of 5 MHz the sensor
array provided an output aggregated address bandwidth of
220 Mbits/s on the four quadrant’s 5 X, 5 Y address lines and
the request. Each quadrant provided an address bandwidth
of 55 Mbits/s.

4. Discussion and sensor networks applications

The field of sensor network finds its most appealing and
natural applications in serving as a monitoring device for
large-area deployment, where distributed sensing has to be
autonomous. In this regard, monitoring of large natural envi-
ronments is a typical application [24–27]. Life sciences [28],
forestry and environmental studies can be accomplished by
monitoring the presence or lack of targets, like animals, nat-
ural events, toxical elements [29].

Monitoring of large environments include man-made en-
vironments like bridges, streets, highways, city blocks and
urban areas. Sensor network facilitate monitoring of high-
way traffic, transportation statistical measurements, human
presence, statistical collection of data for intersection lights,
street crosswalks, traffic [32]. Buildings and other civil struc-
tures as bridges are often monitored for stability, aging statis-
tics, usage statistics, operational status.

Monitoring human presence in a large area has interest
for security and counter-terroristic measures, and has been
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Fig. 19 Power consumption scaling properties for the ALOHA image
sensors

proven more and more of interest in the recent years [30, 31].
In war-zones, it is invaluable to be able to monitor large area
for presence of hostile forces.

While some of the above mentioned applications can be
solved using a network employing a variety of different sen-
sors, all of the mentioned application can be solved using an
image sensor network. Important image sensor specifications
required for sensor network applications are:

� Low-power operation (<1 mW)
� High dynamic range (>100 dB)
� Digital interface
� Few or no external components
� Data compression at sensor level
� Low cost
� Fast readout

The ALOHA image sensors possess all of the above re-
quirements and are thus perfect for the above-mentioned
applications. In particular, with a current consumption of
2.5 µA ALOHAim2 can run on two 1000 mAh AA batteries
for 4.5 years! Figure 19 reports the scaling properties of the
power consumption of image sensor ALOHAim2 in compar-
ison to ALOHAim1. The scaling properties are derived from
Eq. (8). The power consumption PN scales with the number
of pixels N as in Eq. (8). N0 and PN0 are respectively the
number of pixel (32 × 32) and the power consumption of the
ALOHAim1 image sensor. The power scales as the log2 of
N because the power consumption is directly proportional to
the number of output digital lines (see Sections 3 and 3.2).

PN = PN0log2

(
1 + N

N0

)
(8)

Notice that the ALOHAim2 sensor can operate with as
little as 50 µW and VGA size, making it the lowest power
image sensor yet reported in the literature. The large dy-
namic range in the excess of 200 dB allows the ALOHA

image sensors to perform almost as well as the human eye
in different illumination settings [52, 53]. Note that the dy-
namic range of the ALOHA image sensors array decreases
with the number of pixels, as can be seen in Fig. 20 and
Eq. (9). Even at VGA sizes the ALOHA image sensors have
enough dynamic range to be able to operate over a large scale
of illumination settings. ALOHAim2 has a lower dynamic
range than ALOHAim1 because of its lower maximum out-
put rate (see Section 3.2). The dynamic range DRN scales
with the number of pixels N as in Eq. (9). PFmax and PFmin

are respectively the maximum and minimum event rates of
the ALOHAim1 image sensor. The dynamic range scales in-
versely proportional to N because pixels share the maximum
chip output bandwidth.

DRN = 20log10

(
PFmax

PFmin

N0

N

)
(9)

The digital interface with no external components (ALO-
HAim2 requires only a single power supply) simplifies the
interface with sensor network nodes. The compression of
data or the selective readout offered by the address-event
representation of the ALOHA imagers make efficient use of
the output bandwidth [41]. Note that image noise (measured
as 5% rms [11]) is due to the lack of fixed pattern noise
(FPN) cancelation circuits in temporal domain. FPN cance-
lation circuits like correlated double sampling (CDS) circuits
are used in most CMOS APS imagers. This high levels of
noise are not an issue for many distributed sensor network
application, when the output of many sensor can be com-
bined constructively. The fast readout rates of the ALOHA
image sensors can be used to monitor fast moving objects or
events when required. In order to decrease the readout rate of
the sensor the readout acknowledge can be used to stall the
sensor. This way the sensor will not require bulky mechan-
ical shutters and can be packaged in a small, unnoticeable
volume.

On a final note, even if the sensor node report ultra-low
power operation, the conjunction of this sensor with a sen-
sor network node will not be able to operate at this power
levels if data is continuously read and transmitted. In fact
a transmitting sensor network node consumes 70 mW of
power (Berkeley MICAZ mote). The same node will con-
sume 30 mW of power when the processor is active. Our
sensor is the first step in the creation of a series of vision
wake-up triggers for sensor network nodes. Our sensors cur-
rently only detects pixel intensity, but we are working on a
motion detector based on intensity differences in the image.
The idea is to keep the sensor network node in a low-power
sleep mode (consuming a few µW) until the sensor detects
action in the scene. In this case the low-power feature of the
sensor is necessary to keep the sensor network node oper-
ating for extended periods of time, since only the sensor is
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Fig. 20 Power consumption scaling properties for the ALOHA image
sensors

always active and the node is only turned-on for short periods
of time.

5. Summary

We fabricated and tested a 32 × 32 pixels digital address-
event imager with analog contention detection and a 64 × 64,
four quadrants sensor with digital collision detection. The
ALOHAim1 image sensor core size measures 1.2 × 1.2 mm
and provides a dynamic range of 240 dB, a low power con-
sumption of 795 µW and is capable of updating its image
at a rate of 4.88 K frames/s. The ALOHAim2 image sensor
core size measures 2.4 × 2.4 mm and provides a dynamic
range of 235 dB, a low power consumption of 5.75 µW
and is capable of updating its image at a rate of 2.44 K
frames/s. Both image sensor are one of the largest dynamic
range [4, 10, 11, 40], lowest power [5] and fastest [39] in
the literature. The performance of these sensors make them
an ideal low-resolution image sensor for sensor networks
applications.
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